Gauge boson pair production Unified electroweak theory : Non-Abelian gauge structure. → self-coupling among gauge bosons.
W + Photon Production
Photons detected > 7 GeV CDF, > 8 GeV DØ. Check 3-body mass (l ν γ) for brems.
More direct test : angular distributions → radiation amplitude zero Top Quark
• Observed by CDF and DØ in Run-I data, 100 pb -1 .
• Tens of events reconstructed, measurements limited by statistics.
• Run-II data should allow more detailed studies. → smaller momentum in lab.
cos ( • Machine luminosity improving, delivered > 500 pb -1 to each experiment.
• CDF/DØ each recorded ~400 pb -1 .
-4 x Run-I total. More to come.
• Top production reconfirmed, new precision / measurements to follow.
• Electroweak physics :
-Precision M W → indirect Higgs mass. Triple-Gauge couplings.
• Enhanced B physics capabilities :
-CDF has added silicon-based trigger, enabling to collect all-hadronic final states such as B → D π, B s → K + K -. DØ is also commissioning a displaced-track trigger. -Lepton triggers remain valuable, J/ψ K and l ν D.
• Expect to collect ~2 fb -1 in the near future, and to make some significant measurements.
Backup Slides follow
Many channels and techniques.
Run-II Di-muon data : CDF 
